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ON EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS FOR LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL-DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS
1, Introdaction
In this paper a differential-difference equation in the following form where C^.B^ -matrices nxn, o = Tq < ... ; y30< ... c^» is considered. For this equation a canonical form is defined. This form shows the relations between the type of equation and the appearance of delay in an unknown function and its derivative, 2. Statement of the problem Differential-difference equations are divided into equations of -advanced type -neutral type or -retarded type.
This classification in the scalar case was made with respect to appearance of delay in an unknown function and its derivative, but for the systems of greater dimension it is not separable. For such systems the following classification is assumed in this paper: 
where ri è 0, fiQ c 0 and
det B^ =0 and zero is the unique eigenvalue of the matrix
where
Remark. This equation perhaps needs assignment of the initial conditions on e longer interval then equation (*).
Construction of transformation into the canonical form
At first we shall show that the system (*) can be reduced to the form with Co -I (I -the identity matrix). a) If det C(s) = const exp(«s) then we multiply H from the left by C(s)~1. So, this algorithm ends its work after a finite number of steps.
At this moment, in order to reduce the system (*) to a canonical form, we may have to change the order of rows and columns. So all nonzero eigenvalues of B^ are eigenvalues of B^. For completing the proof of Theorem 2.1 it is sufficient to show that the equation of the canonical form (i) -957 -Let (X,jp) denote all solutions of (X) (of the form (*)) included in some class <p and let H x denote the characteristic matrix of the system (X).
Definition
2.
We say that the set of solutions (X,9o) is equivalent to the set (Y,vj/j if for each solution y e (Y,y) there exists a solution x e (X,p) and the matrix U such that If v c 99 than we say that we have a projection of the system (Y) into (X). If additionally y> c 4/ then we say that the system (X) and (Y) are equivalent.
Remark.'
In the case ,det C(s) ^ 0 the definition 3.1 is equivalent to the definition 1. In this case F(H) = E nxn .
Theorem 2.
If we assume that for the system (*) det H ^ 0 and r^, >9^ are commensurable then we can find a projection of the system (*) into the canonical system (i).
To prove this theorem we only need to find a transformation reducing the system (*) to the system with det 0. In this case we may consider the matrix C(s) as a matrix (the matrix polynomial with variable A ), where A= exp(hs) for seme h. Thus, the unimodular matrix T^(^), such that T^(>J»C(s) --C(s), where C(s) is a triangular matrix and if c(s) = 0 than c^^{s) = 0 for all j, can be constructed. Let q^, i = 1,...,k denote all indexes q^ such that the q^-th column of C is zero, liow multiplying each q^-th column of the characteristic matrix by s we are still staying in the class W. This means a transformation of this system to the form where the integrals of variables x n ,...,x n q 1 q k are our unknowns. After this operation we obtain a new matrix C(s). If det C(s) = 0 then we repeat the same operak tion. But det H = s det H hence, after a finite number of steps we have to obtain det C(s) ^ 0, 4. Uniqueness of parameters in the canonical form It is seen from the above algorithm that characteristic matrices of two canonical forms of system (1) may differ by a multiplicative term A e E nxn with A" 1 e E nxn . Hence and fi^ are not uniquely chosen. However we can notice the independence of some parameters for canonical representation of the form (1). Theorem 3.
In canonical form (1) y30, dim B^ and det B^ are uniquely determined.
It is easy to show that two systems of the form (1) with different parameters have different quasipolynomials.
